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Abstract
Aim: in the United Kingdom, the type of diagnostic management for patients presenting to
emergency department with a scaphoid injury varies. Follow-up plain radiographs after an
initial inconclusive X-ray are common practice. In this audit cycle, we optimised the
diagnostic pathway for these patients by focusing on the most appropriate diagnostic
modality and on minimising the time to follow-up diagnostics.
Materials and Methods: a baseline audit in the period 2008-09 involving a total of 184
patients was conducted, and after the introduction of new local guidelines for scaphoid
injury diagnostics, a follow-up audit involving 79 patients was undertaken in 2010-12.
Results: : in the original audit 130 patients had only scaphoid radiographs, 23 initial and
follow up x-rays, 107 only initial radiographs. 41 patients had initial radiographs, follow up
radiographs and bone scan. Thirteen patients had initial radiographs, follow up radiographs
and MRI. Of those 23, just one single patient (4%) displayed a scaphoid fracture. Further
4/13 (31%) and 6/41 (15%) fractures were detected by MRI and bone scan respectively. In
the re-audit, when MRI replaced follow up X-rays and bone scans, 7 out of 77 (9%) patients
were diagnosed with scaphoid fracture. Time from initial plain radiograph to follow-up MRI
was reduced from original 36 days to 14 days for the re-audit period.
Conclusion: the introduction of early MRI enhances scaphoid injury diagnostics and
accelerates patient management. We therefore endorse the introduction of this approach on a
wider scale through an update of the clinical guidelines for scaphoid injuries.

Keywords: MRI; scaphoid fracture; trauma; radiograph; X-ray; wrist fracture; diagnostics
Guideline

Introduction
Scaphoid injuries account for 1 in 10,000 attendances to Emergency Departments (EDs) in
the UK annually.1 Avoidable complications include non-union, avascular necrosis resulting
in secondary osteoarthritis and pain. Injuries occur most frequently in the 15-29 year age
group (85%).2 Management of suspected scaphoid injuries varies across EDs in the UK,
whereas in the United States, MRI is the investigation of choice when there is clinical
suspicion of scaphoid fracture but no abnormality on plain X-rays.3 However there are no
similar guidelines in the UK, resulting in variable practice. Graham and Smith demonstrated
this by contacting 15 EDs in the Southwest region to determine how a patient with suspected
scaphoid fracture would be managed in each department. At follow up, repeat X-rays were
performed by 92% of the hospitals, MRI by 54% and CT by 38%.4

Tai et al (2005) demonstrated the unsatisfactory clinical knowledge and management of
scaphoid injuries in the UK by conducting a phone survey of 146 ED SHOs in 50 different
departments. Only 54% were aware of any local guidelines with only 10% of departments
having direct access to further imaging.5 A more recent survey by Brookes-Fazakerly et al
(2009) showed only 16% of respondents were aware of a local imaging protocol for the
investigation of suspected scaphoid fractures. Ninety-four percent of respondents performed
a second radiograph at first review. Second line investigations included MRI (58%)
followed by CT (26%) and bone scan (16%).6

The general recommendations and guidelines are suggesting a second set of scaphoid
radiographs, two weeks after the initial injury. The BAEM guidelines are currently under
revision. Studies have shown little value in doing a repeat X-ray as only a small minority or

none of suspected fractures become visible radiologically after a period of immobilisation.7,8
Low & Raby (2005) looked specifically at follow up radiography in suspected scaphoid
injuries with normal initial plain films, and showed that it could not be used as a valid
diagnostic test.9 The sensitivity of MRI has recently been reported as between 89-99% for
diagnosis of scaphoid fracture.10,11,12,13 MRI has been quoted as the gold standard
investigation for patients with suspected scaphoid fracture.3,14

The aim of this audit cycle was to determine whether the introduction of MRI diagnostics –
by incorporating it into a local clinical guideline - for suspected scaphoid fractures improves
patient management.

Methods
Data was collected from the local radiology information system, CRIS. Results of the first
audit, covering the period between January 2008 and November 2009, and results of all
patients who had a wrist MRI scan - following change of protocol - between January 2010
and September 2012 were included in this study. The dates of the scaphoid X-rays
performed were recorded. The MRI reports were used to record any soft tissue or bone
injuries; scans were performed using a 1.5 Tesla Siemens Avanto scanner with wrist Array
coil (eight-element coil design with eight integrated preamplifiers). A short time effective
three sequence scan was performed with coronal T1, coronal STOR and Sagittal PDFS.

Based on a local audit performed for 2008-09 patients, the practice in some of other
European countries and the strong case for MRI as the second line investigation of choice
from multiple studies3,12,14,15,16,17,18, the [Name of NHS Trust to be inserted if article
accepted] amended the protocol for management of scaphoid injuries in 2010. See Figure 1

for original protocol and Figure 2 for the updated - current – protocol. The outcomes of both
audits are presented in the Results section. The new protocol dictates that patients seen in
the ED with an injury suspicious of scaphoid fracture should be reviewed by consultant
A&E or experienced A&E registrar after 7 days and then sent for an MRI scan within 4 days
if there is ongoing suspicion of a fracture. The new protocol was intended to reduce the
incidence of unnecessary cast/splint immobilisation by confirming or excluding scaphoid
injuries earlier and more accurately.

[Figure 1 and Figure 2 to be inserted here]
Results
Baseline audit 2008-2009
The radiology reports for 184 patients with suspected scaphoid fracture were reviewed. This
included plain X-rays, bone scans and MRI performed between January 2008 and November
2009. Table 1 summarises the types of diagnostics undergone by the patients. Of the 130
patients that had only scaphoid radiographs, 23 had follow up X-ray (18% of initial X-ray
only patients); only one single patient was diagnosed with scaphoid fracture. Of those
remaining 107 who did not obtain a follow up X-ray, 28 displayed a fracture on the initial
radiograph, with the other 79 patients not undergoing a follow-up plain radiograph. Reasons
for lack of follow-up this could be absence of clinical suspicion on review, patients’ nonattendance or other non-specified reasons. Of the total 54 who underwent two X-rays and
then either MRI or BS diagnostics (13 & 41 cases, respectively), MRI was positive in 11/13
(84%) with 4/13 scaphoid fracture (31%), other fractures 1/13 (7%), soft tissue injuries 6/13
(46%) and NAD 2/13 (15%). BS was positive in 16/41 (39%) with scaphoid fracture 6/41
(15%), other fractures 3/41 (7%), query fracture 7/41 (17%) and no abnormalities detected

in 25 out of 41 cases (61%). This prompted the removal of the repeat plain X-ray for the
2010 protocol.
[Table 1 to be inserted here]

The usefulness of bone scanning for confirmation of scaphoid fractures was limited, as 43%
of the scans could not be distinguished clearly as a fracture or bone bruising. These patients
required further imaging or clinical interpretation to clarify the diagnosis. The MRI reports
on the other hand were accurate and clear, with no abnormality seen on 15% of the scans,
soft tissue injury in 46%, scaphoid fracture in 31% and other fracture in 7%. These findings,
the excellent contrast of soft tissue and bone structures combined with results from the
literature7,19,20, prompted a change in the second line imaging from bone scan to MRI.

There were delays in all aspects of the follow-up of patients evaluated for the baseline audit.
Only 50% were seen within the recommended 10 to 14 day period for ED review. Table 2
summarises mean waiting times between diagnostic assessments in more detail. The original
protocol did not dictate a time scale for the second line imaging. Nonetheless, it is important
to consider the negative impact – personal and wider economic – delays in follow-up can
have.
[Table 2 to be inserted here]
Post-implementation audit 2010-12
There were 79 ED patients, identified on the CRIS information system, who underwent a
follow-up MRI scans of the wrist any time between January 2010 and September 2012 for
evaluation of a possible scaphoid fracture. Two patients (3%) were unable to tolerate the
scan, leaving a total of 77 patients who actually had MRI. Of these scans, in 7 out of 77
(9%) cases a scaphoid fracture was diagnosed. Apart from this, commonly reported

pathology included bone bruising, other types of fractures and synovitis. In all, there were 7
patients (9%) who had a scaphoid fracture not seen on initial radiograph. Table 3
summarises other injuries observed on follow-up MRI for suspicion of scaphoid fracture.

There has been some deviation from the protocol, as only 51/79 (64.6%) of patients had one
X-ray prior to their MRI scan, see Table 4. According to the 2010 protocol, patients should
be reviewed 7 days after their injury and if there is suspicion of scaphoid fracture, an MRI
scan should be performed within 4 days (resulting in deadline 11 day after initial plain
radiograph). If the two non-MRI patients are excluded, time to MRI scan from initial X-ray
varied from 3 days to 24 days, with an average of 14 days (see also Table 2). Twenty-five
patients out of 79 (32%) of patients had an MRI within 11 days of their first X-ray, with
50/77 (65%) of scans done between 12 and 21 days and 2 out of 77 (3%) waiting more than
21 days to be scanned. As Table 3 shows, a considerable portion of patients had more than
one X-ray before they underwent MRI diagnostics, thereby not following the updated
guideline. When the time from the most recent X-ray to MRI scan was considered as the
starting point for the 11-day turnaround time, the period to follow-up ranged between zero
and 21 days, and the mean average was 10 days.
[table 3 and Table 4 to be inserted here]
Discussion
Data from our audits supports earlier published data that the UK ought to fall in line with
e.g. the United States and other 1st World countries concerning diagnostic management of
scaphoid injury. A standardised protocol in all EDs similar to the one used in our NHS Trust
would ensure that all patients with suspected scaphoid injuries receive the same
management in a timely manner. This would help to prevent further exposure to radiation
with predominantly unnecessary repeat X-rays. Scaphoid fractures are the most common

fractures of the carpus, accounting for 79% of all carpal fractures.16 Early diagnosis of
scaphoid fractures is imperative owing to potential complications following the fracture,
including non-union, avascular necrosis, carpal instability and osteoarthritis. The cost
effectiveness analysis studies have demonstrated MRI is effective in this setting.16

If, as was the case in our audit, 79 MRI scans were arranged over a 33-month period in a
busy teaching district general hospital with 41,000 visits per year, this will equate to less
than 1 scan per week. It is unlikely this would put great strain on the day-to-day running of a
radiology department. Although not analysed in this study, the economic impact of
unnecessary immobilisation, need for repeat clinical reviews, repeat radiographs and time
off work for a mostly working age population should not be underestimated. One study
retrospectively looked at patients treated for suspected scaphoid injury between 2001 at
2006 and showed only 23% of patients treated with cast immobilisation for two weeks had a
scaphoid fracture.21 From a financial point of view, early review and MRI compared to
repeated plain X-rays has shown to incur comparable healthcare costs.22-24 It has also been
shown in a study by Hansen and colleagues that early review and MRI is more cost effective
when productivity and income loss are considered.25

In the audit post-implementation of the new local guidelines, almost 9% of patients had a
scaphoid fracture diagnosed on MRI scan, with 6% having other carpal bone fractures and
16.5% showing distal radial fractures. Overall, MRI diagnosed 24/77 (31.7 %) fractures not
clearly appreciated on initial X-ray. MRI also identified injuries that are not easily seen on
X-rays, such as ligament injuries and synovitis. If there is evidence of soft tissue injury
patients can be given appropriate advice for management and expected recovery times. Less

than 9% of patients had no cause found for their pain, who could be reassured that there was
no sign of injury upon MRI scan.

It is worth mentioning the use of CT scanning in the case of patients who cannot tolerate
MRI, such as those patients with claustrophobia or patients with chronic conditions stopping
them from lying still for long periods of time. CT scans are generally regarded as useful for
preoperative planning and for defining the exact nature a fracture. Ilica and colleagues
reported that MDCT (multidetector computed tomography) had 86% sensitivity and 100%
specificity for detecting occult scaphoid fractures, making it a potentially suitable alternative
for MRI if the facilities were not available.26 However, Groves and his team have
demonstrated in a number of cases the inability of CT to identify a scaphoid fracture which
was captured by MRI, bone scintigraphy and even radiographs.27,28 This was attributed to
the fact that CT relies upon cortical or trabecular displacement at the fracture site. It was
also postulated that these discordant fractures may represent injuries such as bone bruising,
which was seen on approximately one-third of all MRI scans covered in our audits.
Although, as they suggest, it represents a less severe injury it is still tremendously useful to
be able to reach a diagnosis in guiding further management. Therefore CT could be
considered only as a second line investigation if MRI is not feasible.

There were some difficulties with achieving the MRI scan within 4 days of ED review. A
locally conducted review after the audits revealed that one of the reasons for the delay was
lack of protocol awareness by the ED workforce, locum staff requesting the follow-up
diagnostics, and staff booking the scans in the radiology department. Occasionally the ED
department was unable to arrange review within 7 days of the injury, particularly when
reviews are done in ED clinics. Lastly, there will also always be patients who do not attend

appointments. To improve adherence to the new guidelines involving MRI follow-up, more
awareness sessions are warranted, through teaching in the ED and ensuring that it the
guidelines are easily accessible via posters and the Trust intranet. The presence of a national
guideline for the management of suspected scaphoid fracture that incorporates MRI followup would accelerate this process, as new personnel would likely be familiar with such a
setup.

Results of this study and a review of the literature clearly demonstrate the major role that
MRI should play in management of clinically suspected scaphoid fracture. We strongly
recommend an updated national guideline akin to the new standard protocol we have
implemented locally.
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Table 1, diagnostics and fracture detection rates for baseline audit 2008-09
Patients, n

Patients with scaphoid
fracture, n (%)

Presenting patients

184

39 (21%)

Initial X-ray & FU X-ray +

41

6 (15%)

13

4 (31%)

Initial X-ray & FU X-ray

23

1 ( 4%)

Initial X-ray only

107

28 (26%)

bone scan
Initial X-ray & FU X-ray +
MRI scan

Table 2, timing of follow-up diagnostic imaging

Overall time from initial X-ray to FU all

Baseline audit

Post-implementation

2008-09

audit 2010-12
13

Not applicable

4 / 51

3 / 24

23

Not applicable

36

14

(mean, days)
Overall time from initial X-ray to FU all
(min / max, days)
Overall time from initial X-ray to FU
bone scan (mean, days)
Overall time from initial X-ray to FU
MRI (mean, days)

Table 3, diagnostics and fracture detection rates for post-implementation audit 2010-12

Patients, n
Presenting patients

79

Initial X-ray & FU MRI

49

Initial X-ray & no follow-up*

2

Initial multiple X-rays (2 or more) & FU MRI

28

*Patients could not tolerate MRI scan

Table 4, findings on MRI in re-audit patients 2010-12
Pathology detected

Patients (n), out of 77

Percentage

scanned patients
Scaphoid fracture

7

9%

Bone bruising

21

28%

Synovitis

18

23%

Radial fracture

12

17%

Ligament injury

6

8%

Other carpal bone fractures

5

6%

Soft tissue swelling

4

5%

Joint effusion

4

5%

Ganglion cysts

7

9%

Degenerative cartilage damage

4

5%

No abnormalities detected

7

9%

Figure 1, diagnostic management scaphoid injury, up to year 2009
Clinically Suspicious of Scaphoid Injury

No Fracture, but
clinical suspicion

X-ray

Fracture (#)

Futura Wrist Splint
or Scaphoid Slab
Ongoing Clinical
Suspicion
Review in A&E 10-14 days
post injury (Mon- Fri, 9-4).
Futura Wrist Splint or Scaphoid
Slab

No Clinical
Suspicion

FU X-ray

No #

#

Bone Scan1

Scaphoid Slab

Clinic FU2

# Clinic FU

Manage as STI

To arrange the bone scan:
 Take request form and x-rays to consultant radiologist for authorisation
 Document instructions on form for medical physics (department to contact
patient with appt details)
 Post completed form to medical physics department
 Give patient scaphoid advice leaflet
2 No action needed now. Clinic f/u appt will be arranged separately by A&E
secretaries on receipt of bone scan result.
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Figure 2, management scaphoid injury diagnostics from 2010 onwards

Figure 2, diagnostic management scaphoid injury, from 2010 onwards
Clinically Suspicious of Scaphoid Injury

No Fracture, but
clinical suspicion

X-ray

Fracture (#)

Futura Wrist Splint
or Scaphoid Slab
Ongoing Clinical
Suspicion
Review in A&E 7 days post
injury1 (mon- Fri, 9-4) Futura
Wrist Splint or Scaphoid Slab

No Clinical
Suspicion

Manage as soft
tissue injury

MRI 4/7

No #

Clinic FU2

#

Scaphoid Slab

# Clinic FU

To arrange the MRI:
 Take request form to consultant radiologist for authorisation
2 No action needed now. Clinic FU appt will be arranged separately by A&E
secretaries on receipt of MRI result.
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